
PROJECT 2025
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO STOP



Project 2025 is a plan crafted by Trump’s
allies and supporters aimed at taking over
America's government if Trump wins in 2024.
By eliminating checks and balances, they plan
to push a far-right agenda without oversight,
embedding extremist policies for generations.

What is Project 2025?



A "playbook" designed to dismantle key federal agencies like the Department of
Education, Homeland Security, the EPA, and the Department of Justice.1

A “Presidential Administration Academy” to train future appointees how to use
the government to advance their agenda.3
A 900+ page "Mandate for Leadership" outlining a complete overhaul of
government operations for a new Trump administration.4

A private database of 20,000+ far-right loyalists ready to fill federal
appointments, akin to an "extremist LinkedIn."2

FOUR PILLARS: 
PROJECT 2025’S



Take away our
reproductive rights

Encourage racial
discrimination

End programs that address
climate change

Mass deportation and
reduce immigration 

End public education Mainstream Christian
Nationalist ideology

Persecute LGBTQ+
Americans

Give unchecked power to
the President

GOALS
PROJECT 2025’S



Project 2025 threatens America with book bans,
abortion restrictions, and government control
over birth control and IVF. It undermines equal
rights, free elections, and separation of church
and state, aiming to grab power and regress
freedoms. Understanding this vision is crucial to
mobilizing voters against it in November.

Why is this important?



DON’T FALL FOR
THEIR TRICKS

Trump is trying to distance himself from Project 2025 by
referring to his plan as Agenda 47.

As public awareness of these toxic plans increases, they will
rename and reinvent to confuse and redirect attention. 

Agenda 47 = Project 2025

It is the SAME plan no matter the name.

Both these plans propose the same policies and ideas.



Recent Supreme Court Decisions By Trump Appointed
Justices Have Advanced Project 2025

Project 2025 aims to eliminate the checks and
balances our government has in place so that Trump
can successfully implement extremist policies
without Congress or federal agencies getting
involved. Recent rulings by the court's conservative
majority have set the stage for this authoritarian
shift, making it easier for Project 2025 extremists to
achieve their goals.

Project 2025 Is Already Being
Implemented!



By overturning their landmark 1984
decision in Chevron v. Natural Resources
Defense Council, the Supreme Court has
expanded the authority of conservative
judges to rewrite rules in favor of
corporations and special interest groups.
The decision marks another power grab
by the conservative Supreme Court
majority, aiming to increase corporate
and special interest influence over
Americans' lives.

CHEVRON U.S.A. VS. NRDC INC.



In a 6-3 decision, divided on party lines,
the Supreme Court ruled that former
Presidents, including Trump, are granted
criminal immunity for their official acts
during their term, significantly expanding
presidential powers and posing a threat to
democracy.

TRUMP VS. UNITED STATES





IMPLEMENTED
IN STATES
PROJECT 2025 OBJECTIVES



Talk to everyone about voting in 2024 for candidates who
share our vision.

Educate your community by sharing valuable resources. 

Help fund efforts to educate voters about the dangers of
Project 2025.

What can we do?
Project 2025 is a real threat, but it can also motivate us.
When people realize our freedoms are at stake, they
support our cause. So how can we raise awareness? 



Join us to defeat extremism and make sure that
Project 2025 does not become our reality.

to learn more, visit redwine.blue/project2025

PROJECT 2025
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO STOP

https://redwine.blue/project2025/

